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DIGITAL MARKETING
IN MANUFACTURING

The Measured Marketer
§

TMM is a boutique consultancy firm providing
high-end strategic advice in marketing and
digital marketing to B2B and B2C clients

§

TMM also offers marketing strategy
implementation and project support services

§

Through our relationship with the AusIndustry
Entrepreneurs programme, TMM has
experience and specialist knowledge to
support manufacturing organisations

§

STRATEGY

CAMPAIGNS

IMPLEMENTATION

SOCIAL
ENGAGEMENT

A number of TMM clients also work directly with
manufacturing organisations such as
consultants in engineering and professional
services and suppliers such as IT

WEBSITE
B2B / B2C
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Jacqui Daley
§ Experienced CMO with 16 years experience in small, medium and
large businesses in Australia and the UK
§ Accredited with the Australian Marketing Institute (AMI)
§ Judge of AMI’s Annual Marketing Awards (National) – this year for
the ‘Digital Marketing and Social Media’ category
§ Director on the Board of the Hunter Manufacturing Awards
Previous internal roles include:
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The TMM Team
Jacqui is supported by a core team with special skill sets spanning:
§ market analyst and insights
§ marketing strategy
§ project and studio management
§ strategy implementation
§ account management

Jodie Brown
Market Insights
Marketing Strategy

Lyndel Hardy
Project Management
Studio Oversight
Graphic Design

Amanda Bell
Implementation
Account Management
Campaign Oversight

Peta Purcell
Implementation
Account Management
Social Media
Digital PR

§ campaign oversight
§ graphic design
§ social media and digital PR.
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The TMM Family
TMM has also built a network of like-minded,
home-grown talent that can be accessed to
support the needs of our clients. The wider
‘TMM family’ includes:
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

web developers
content writers
SEO experts
social media managers
Google experts
graphic designers
videographers and photographers
stylists
as well as other agencies.
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TMM Clients
§ TMM has successfully delivered digital
strategies and annual strategic
marketing plans for a number of local,
national and international brands
§ TMM is also supporting a number of
these clients in the ongoing
implementation, monitoring, reporting
and optimisation of activities
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Why does marketing matter
to manufacturers?

Supporting manufacturing
TMM would like to play a small role in supporting an industry
which contributes so much to the Australian economy
We also want to be part of the change that is happening in
the industry…

“Over the next 20 years, Australia’s manufacturing
industry will transform into a highly integrated,
collaborative and export-focused ecosystem
that provides high-value customised solutions
within global value chains.”
Vision for Australian Manufacturing
Advanced Manufacturing: A Roadmap for unlocking future growth opportunities for Australia, November 2016
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Source: CSIRO

Vision for Australian manufacturing

Source: CSIRO
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Marketing’s role in the supply chain - current
§

Marketing and sales have always formed an important part of the manufacturing supply chain

Marketing and sales
informing R&D
§ Customer feedback
§ Market trends
§ Competitor activities

Source: CSIRO, Advanced Manufacturing:
A Roadmap for unlocking future growth
opportunities for Australia, November 2016
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Marketing’s role in the supply chain - future
To achieve the vision for
Australian manufacturing,
there needs to be a shift
in focus towards pre- and
post-production value adding

Marketing
and sales

Marketing and sales again
have a role to play in the
pre-production phase
informing R&D and design

Source: CSIRO, Advanced Manufacturing:
A Roadmap for unlocking future growth
opportunities for Australia, November 2016
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Marketing’s role in the supply chain - future
Business Actions to support this vision outlined in the CSIRO roadmap include:
§

Develop strategies for marketing, acquiring and selling products to
Global Value Chains (GVCs) from the product creation stage

§

Focus workforce skills development on digital literacy, leadership and strategic management,
customer interface and STEM skills. For example, enhance capabilities in digital platforms
for interacting with customers for either design or marketing.

Source: CSIRO, Advanced Manufacturing: A Roadmap for unlocking future growth opportunities for Australia, November 2016
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Why use digital marketing?

Digital Australia: State of the Nation
The 2017 edition, EY Sweeney
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Why use digital marketing?
§
§
§
§
§

Prevalence of digital channels
Allows for personalisation
Easy to test, adjust, measure impact and optimise
Improves conversion rates
Cost-effective channels

Digital is now firmly ensconced into Australian business with leaders recognising its potential
to transform their organisation
§
§
§

98% Believe digital is important to their organisation’s success
82% Are encouraged to try new digital marketing trends, channels and technologies
70% Are investing more into digital in 2017, particularly:

Source: Investment areas from Econsultancy Digital Trends 2017 (Australia)
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Why use digital marketing in B2B?
§

Build brand awareness

§

Reach larger audiences

§

Generate leads

§

Amplify traditional marketing channels

§

Deliver account based marketing

§

Nurture existing customers

§
§

Generate referrals
Measure results and determine ROI

DemandWave State of B2B Digital Marketing Report 2017 (US)

“70% of the buyer’s journey is complete before a buyer even reaches out to sales.”
SiriusDecisions
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Why use digital marketing in manufacturing?
§

The Advanced Manufacturing Growth Centre’s ‘Sector Competitiveness Plan’ outlines
that competitiveness in manufacturing is driven by three factors:

§

Digital marketing can support all three of these factors…
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Why use digital marketing in manufacturing?

§

§
§

§
§

Budgets can reflect
the cost-effectiveness
of the channels
Small investments can
go a long way
Test and learn on small
budgets prior to rolling
out larger activities
Measurable results
Continually optimise

§

§
§
§

Communicate
organisation’s value
proposition
Educate the market
Nurture existing clients
Position organisation as
an authority in advanced
manufacturing
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§
§

§

Build awareness
Reach new markets
locally, nationally and
internationally
Target specific audiences

What is digital marketing?

What is digital marketing?
§

§

Social Media
Marketing

At a high level, digital marketing refers
to the promotion of a business delivered
through digital channels such as search
engines, display advertising, social
media, and email

SEO

Content
Marketing

In most instances, the goal of utilising
these tools is to drive traffic to an
organisation’s primary digital marketing
channel – its website

Display
Advertising
Paid Search

Email
Marketing
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Remarketing

What is digital marketing?
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Getting the foundations right

Getting the foundations right
Foundations
1. Responsive website
(with blog functionality)
2. Google Account - inc. analytics
and Google My Business
3. CRM to capture leads and
contacts
4. Nurture your leads with regular
email updates
5. Basic social media presence…
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1. Responsive Website: Why it matters

What your
customer wants
§
§
§
§
§

Information
Low prices
Fast response
A solution to
their needs
Etc.

Customer
Centric
Websites
§
§
§
§
§

Structure
Functionality
Copy
Offers
Etc.

What you want
§
§
§
§
§

More sales
More conversions
High quality leads
Loyalty
Etc.
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1. Responsive Website: Why it matters (Con’t)
BUYING PROCESS
Your blog and content should kick butt here

Your website should kick butt here

There is no sales process vs. marketing process. There is your buyer’s buying process and you
need to support that; you have to realise that your website is an indispensable part of the puzzle."
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1. Responsive Website: An example

http://kabertech.com/
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1. Responsive Website:
1.

Think about the purpose of each page. Think about who
will be coming to your site and what questions they’ll have

2.

Make it user-friendly

3.

Write like a human

4.

Have intended calls to action for each page

5.

It must be a mobile responsive design

Don’t forget… MVP…. You can always add to
it as you grow and your business changes.
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The Advitech Group
Content for Advitech Group
§ Duplicated across individual business sites
§ Not promoted across social channels
§ SEO performance relatively poor
Email Marketing
• Adhoc
• Systems not linked
Separate, individual business websites
• www.advitech.com.au
• www.novecom.com.au
• www.simulationmodelling.com.au
• www.hushpak.com.au
• www.acubis.com.au
• www.integratednoisemanagement.com.au
• Some using common template
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The Advitech Group
website project
The Advitech Group website
project consists of
§ 7 websites to one
§ Focus on services
§ Building in sections of the site
for each business to profile
their offering
§ Blog functionality is a key
component of Advitech
Group’s ongoing content
strategy
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2. Google Account: Why it matters
§

The internet has transformed the way we find
information

§

Google is the front runner of search with over
100 billion Google searches monthly on
10/12/15

§

It’s where your customers are

§

Google cares most about creating a great user
experience (and then $!)

§

Google loves Google!
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2. Google Account: Google Analytics
Most important things to review
§
§
§
§
§
§

Long term view of trends
Visitor activity (how long they’re on your site, how many pages they view, bounce rate)
Audience locations
Key words
User flow
Mobile vs desktop. Chrome vs Internet Explorer
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2. Google Account: Other tools…
§

Google my business

§

Google+

§

Google AdWords (Pay-Per-Click)

§

Google Keyword Tool

§

Google Alerts

§

Google Translate

§

Webmaster tools (now Google Search Console)

§

Google Data Studio

§

Google Sheets

§

YouTube
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2. Google Account:
1.

Make sure you use a primary Google account (you have one if you already use Gmail,
Google Drive, Google+)

2.

Go to Google Analytics and follow the steps to set up (you’ll need to add tracking code to
your site)

3.

Leave Google Analytics to track your site for three months and set some goals you want
to measure
§ Reduce bounce rate, increase time on page

4.

Set up Google My Business and Google+

5.

Set up Google Alerts for your business name
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3. CRM to capture leads and contacts:
Why it matters
§

Customer relationship management (CRM) refers to practices,
strategies and technologies that companies use to manage and
analyse customer interactions and data with the goal of
improving business relationships with customers

§

CRM systems are designed to compile information on customers
across different channels

§

CRM systems can also give customer-facing staff detailed
information on customers' personal information, purchase
history, buying preferences and concerns

§

A CRM goes far beyond customers, allowing you to focus on
your organisation's relationships with all sorts of people –
colleagues, suppliers and service users as well as customers.
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3. CRM to capture leads and contacts:
1.

If you don’t have a CRM - start capturing your customers data - even if it’s in an excel spreadsheet

2.

Write simple CRM guidelines for use. Management need to encourage and endorse the system

3.

Allocate a key project manager, and depending on size of your team, some super-users across different
departments

4.

Training - make sure your whole team have access to the CRM and know how to use it. Rubbish in.
Rubbish out.

5.

USE IT!

‘The Salesforce Blueprint for Marketing Engagement’, 2016
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4. Email marketing: Why it matters
§

Email marketing is one of the best investments a business owner can make. Perhaps
the most important benefit is the sheer value...

§

Basic email marketing services are almost always free

§

Sending an email costs nothing, but can earn you a substantial consumer following

§

The ability to track almost everything

§

You can also automate your marketing

§

Email marketing is an easy and fast way to connect directly with customers and
prospects. It is far more personal than any other kind of online advertisement

Studies have shown that only 17% of new leads are actually sales-ready,
and if not handled properly, that can mean a lot of lost investment.
Salesforce
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4. Email Marketing:
§

Write as if you’re emailing one person only. It instantly makes your emails more personal. And be useful.
Don’t just email when you need something from your readers. Be helpful. Be generous. Be friendly. Keep it short.

§

Use your actual name as your from address. Put your name and reputation on the line. That’s more
personal isn’t it?

§

Be trustworthy. Let people know what to expect. Yes, sales messages should be part of your email marketing,
that’s fine. Just be clear about it when they sign up.

§

Spend time working on the perfect subject line (promise something good, use numbers, spark curiosity)

§

Insert multiple links (to the same page). Because it increases your chances of people clicking that link.
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5. Social media: Why it matters
§

Allows you to engage directly with your
customers and prospects

§

Expands your reach so more people can hear
your messages and learn about your offering

§

It personalises the "brand" and helps you to
spread your message in a relaxed and
conversational way

§

Facilitates networking and connecting with peers
– particularly in the B2B space

§

Allows you to respond quickly to enquiries as well
as positive and negative reviews

§

Gives you access to the increasing number of
mobile users

‘Sensis Social Media Report’, 2017
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5. Social media: Why it matters
Social media strategy
§

An increasing number of
businesses have a social
media strategy. Large
businesses lead the way,
with 90% now having a
strategy (up from 76%).

§

SMBs lag behind but there
has been an improvement
this year, up from 31% to
40% among small
businesses and from 36% to
43% for medium businesses.

‘Sensis Social Media Report’, 2017
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5. Social media: Why it matters

‘Sensis Social Media Report’, 2017
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5. Social Media: LinkedIn
§ LinkedIn is the second most popular platform, used by a majority
of large businesses (82%), 41% of medium size businesses and
35% of small businesses
§ Professional networking tool geared towards B2B relationships
§ Allows you to profile individuals as well as businesses
§ Marketing messaging can be very targeted to certain
demographics or criteria
§ Majority are aged between 45 and 54
§ Higher percentage of male users
§ Average income of those on LinkedIn tends to be higher than
of those on other networks
§ Nearly 50% of LinkedIn members have decision-making authority
for their companies
‘Sensis Social Media Report’, 2017
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5. Social Media: LinkedIn

Example: BYKKO LinkedIn Campaign
§

LinkedIn InMail to 4 defined segments using characteristics including location,
industry and role/title

§

Spend $500; Average open rate 43%

§

Example learning: very high open rate but relatively low click through rate –
need to ensure critical details are upfront in the email and do not require user to
click off to find it
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5. Social Media: Facebook
§ Of those businesses with a social presence, Facebook is the most popular, used by around
9 in 10 of every size business
§ Allows you to interact with your audience and build relationships
§ Can help humanise your company and show your brand’s personality
§ Can target highly-specific demographics and psychographics to receive marketing messages
§ The Facebook user demographic has slowly shifted from a younger to an older demographic
§ The biggest demographic on Facebook is aged between 35 and 55 years old
How to use in B2B
§ Facebook, is much more effective when you use it to demonstrate your capabilities. It is where you can
showcase your knowledge and experience. When done sincerely and genuinely, prospects will seek you
out. Use it to feature your company culture
§ Create visuals people want to share (video’s and case-studies)

‘Sensis Social Media Report’, 2017
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5. Social Media: Facebook
Advitech Group Regular Posting
§

Combination of video, imagery and text

§

Content kept short, links off to more detail

§

Share articles and news from others

§

Post news about the group including staff stories

§

Do not overload with information about products and services
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5. Social Media: Twitter
§ Twitter increases in popularity with business size, from 24% of small
businesses to 36% of medium size businesses and 55% of large
businesses
§ Allows you to stay on top of what is going on and engage with
prospects and clients
§ “Micro-blogging” network used to share and consume news and
information and follow key people
§ Engage with people in “real time” and get instant customer feedback
§ Majority are aged between 30 and 50
§ The gender split is fairly even

‘Sensis Social Media Report’, 2017
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5. Social Media: Twitter
Example: Australian Manufacturing (@AustralianM)
§

Over 4,400 followers, 8,000 tweets

§

Use imagery, infographics, links and relevant hashtags

§

Sharing content from credible sources: e.g. CSIRO

§

Builds profile of the group within the industry

‘Sensis Social Media Report’, 2017
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5. Social Media: YouTube and Google+
YouTube
Video hosting and sharing platform
Success of videos highly depended on content and keywords
Allows you to embed videos in your website or emails
Slightly more male users of YouTube than female
Majority aged 18 to 34
Google+
§ Users are largely inactive
§ Layout is similar to Facebook
§ Contains an ‘authorship’ tool that associates web content directly with the author
§ Owned by Google so show up in searches and are prioritised
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5. Social Media:
1.

Know your audience, what channels they’re on and establish a connection with them

2.

Create great content that will compel your audience to share, like or retweet your content and material. Initiate
social interactions that will improve conversion rate. Think videos, infographics, live-streamed product demos,
Q&A sessions and webinars

3.

Ensure content isn’t always a push for sales. 30/60/10 (Owned/Curated/Promotional) Owned: blog, your videos,
your photos. Curated: links to content created by others that’s relevant to your brand, industry and community
(needs your point of view and commentary). Promotional: sign up for a demo, get a few site visit, discounts

4.

Customer experience (CX) is the cornerstone of successful B2B social initiatives. Make sure you have a
consistent tone and brand presence across all channels

5.

Trial sponsoring some posts to reach beyond your existing following and client base

A whopping 96% of consumers report that videos are helpful in making purchasing decisions.
https://www.oktopost.com/blog/b2b-social-media-marketing-trends-2017/
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5. Organic vs Paid Social
Know about Organic Reach
Social media marketing is no longer JUST about
promoting your brand’s content and connecting with
your consumers; it has matured into an established
marketing channel for remarketing, customer acquisition
and retention. In the recent years, the volume of content
on social platforms has exploded, causing the impact of
the message to become diluted.
What is Paid Social?
Paid social media is utilising sponsored content or
advertising to boost your content to reach a larger
amount of people. With paid social media, you can
target a specific audience using a range of demographic
tools to increase your social media reach or the number
of people who are exposed to your content.
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Source: AgoraPulse

Stepping it up a notch

Once you’ve got the basics nailed…
1.

Proactive Content

2.

Search Engine Optimisation (SEO)

3.

Paying for Traffic:
§

Pay Per Click (PPC) Advertising

§

Remarketing

§

Display Advertising
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1. Proactive Content
§

Offering content that is relevant to your
audience helps them see you as a valuable
source of information

§

Content is a key pillar of modern SEO, helps
businesses get noticed on social media and
gives you something of value to offer customers

§

Common forms of content marketing includes
whitepapers, webinars, case studies, blogs,
videos and infographics

http://webuildrail.com/

DemandWave State of B2B Digital Marketing Report 2017 (US)

51% of B2B organisations will invest at least 20% of their 2017 budget in content development
B2B marketing research report 2017 Green Hat, Australia
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1. Proactive Content
§

Set up a blog on your website and write a list of 12 topics for the year
o

§

Annual events/activities in your business cycle, topics customers ask about regularly, client case-studies

Create a calendar and start basic
o

Email to database: 1 x quarter; Blog post: 1 x month; Social media post: 1 x week

§

Repurpose the same piece of content over each of your channels (always driving the visitor back to your website).
This is called content marketing.

§

Use your content to gently guide your customers through your buying cycle

§

Use social media ads to amplify the reach of your content to a larger audience. A $10-20 boost on Facebook can
go a long way!
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2. SEO
§

Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) is the process of
optimising the content, technical set-up, and reach
of a business’s website so that its pages naturally
appear at the top of a search engine result for a
specific set of keyword terms.

§

The basis of SEO is a well-constructed and easy-touse website, valuable and engaging content, and the
credibility for other websites and individuals to
recommend your business by linking to your site or
mentioning it in social media

Image source: https://www.visnetwork.com.au/
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2. SEO
§

§
§
§
§

Get the fundamentals right. Write great content. Keep the website
constantly refreshed. Tag your content in the back end of your site
and use SEO plugins such as Yoast
Make sure your site speed is optimised - don’t use 10MB images
Check if your site is optimised for mobile. Google notices – and
ranks accordingly!
Leverage the power of video
Be social and engage with others. You have to get out there and
build authority.

“The value of being listed on the first page of Google
is tremendous. According to public data, 95% of organic
search traffic comes from being listed on the first page.”
Click Traffic
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http://neilpatel.com/

3. Paying for Traffic: PPC Advertising
§

Paid search, or pay-per-click (PPC)
advertising, typically refers to the
“sponsored result” on the top of a
search engine results page such as
Google

§

PPC ads can be tailored to appear
when specific search terms are
entered, creating ads that are
targeted to a particular audience

§

In PPC advertising, a business only
pays when their ad is clicked
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3. Paying for Traffic: Remarketing
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§

Remarketing lets you show ads to
people who've visited your website
or used your mobile app

§

When people leave your website
without buying anything or completing
a certain goal you set for them,
remarketing helps you reconnect with
them by showing relevant ads when
they are browsing other websites

3. Paying for Traffic: Display Advertising
§

§

Display advertising (banner advertising) is a
form of advertising that conveys a
commercial message visually using text,
logos, animations, videos, photographs, or
other graphics.
Display advertisers frequently target users
with particular traits or users based in a
particular location to increase the ads’ effect.

Source: http://www.kasatria.com/basics-of-online-marketing/what-is-display-advertising#.WWV89IiGOUk
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Paying for Traffic
§

Set a budget

§

Understand what your customers search for
o Ask your customers
o Ask your sales team
o Use Google keyword analysis tool

§

Understand where your customers will be online
o Industry bodies, publications, associations

§

Use your customer profile to narrow down the geographic reach of your advertising

§

Monitor performance
o Boost activities and words that are performing well and turn off things that aren’t
o Remember it’s primarily B2B - don’t expect immediate results. Sales take longer to close
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The next phase

The next phase…
§

Campaigns

§

Reaching International Audiences

§

Supporting Diversification

§

Account Based Marketing
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SMS
campaign
model

Targets: Resource Processing, Transport Logistics, Materials Handling, Defence, Universities
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BYKKO campaign execution
Digital campaign consisting of
§ LinkedIn
§ Facebook
§ Databases
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Supporting Diversification
Mineral Processing Equipment - Asian Targeting Strategy
Country

Target Industries

Indonesia

COAL

Google keyword analysis
§

§

How many times were
people in target countries
searching for particular
products?

Primary search term

Coal feeders
Coal feeder breakers
Coal crushers
Coal sizers
Coal breakers
Log washers, screw washers
Apron feeders

50
10
10
10
10
10
50

Apron feeders
Clay crushers

20
90

Lime crushers
Rock crushers

0
10

Minerals Tailings and dewatering Impact crushers
Cyclones, Separators
Dewatering screens

40
320
10

Log washers, screw washers
Hammermills
Tailings management

10
10
10

Dairy farming

90
50
10
10
90
170
10

Effluent management
Manure management
Cyclones, separators
Coal screens
Coal pressers
Coal crushers
Coal sizers

10
10
50
10
10
10
20

Aggregates and Cement

(gold, copper, nickel, bauxite,)

China

Avg. Monthly
Searches
Google

10
20
880
40
50
590
260

Aggregates and Cement

Informed target country
and product combinations

Secondary search term

Chain feeders
Feeder breakers
Crushers
Sizers
Rotary breakers
Jaw crushers
Filter presses

Coal Tailings and dewatering

Philippines

Avg. Monthly
Searches
Google

Sand manure separation
Manure separation
Liquid solid separation
Dewatering screens
Filter presses
Crushers
Sizers

COAL
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McLanahan Dairy - Diversification into China
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McLanahan Account Based Marketing
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McLanahan Account Based Marketing
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McLanahan Account Based Marketing
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Then… stage 4… Marketing Automation!
§

Positioning as expert

§

Nurture campaigns

§

Onboarding

§

Anniversaries
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Bringing it all together…
the Strategy

What is a digital marketing strategy?
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§

Research target audiences and industries

§

Understand the business and its objectives

§

Review existing activity

§

Set the goals

§

Write the strategy

§

Implement

§

Measure

§

Manage ongoing

Supports a range of business activities…

Strategic
Business Plans

Diversification
Plans

Broader
Marketing and
Engagement
Plans

Sales/Financial
Forecasting

Digital Marketing Strategy
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Business
Reporting

How to resource your marketing
§

Can be a dedicated function internally or outsourced

§

Digital Marketing FTE: $65-150k based on experience and niche skills

§

CMO: $150 - 500k based on experience/location

§

TMM have helped clients recruit and resource full time roles

§

We also work with a range of clients who outsource the delivery
of their strategy to TMM via a range of options
o

1-2 day a week working onsite

o

Content management across all channels for 5 hours a week

o

2 hours p/w social media management
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How TMM works with clients
Discovery
§ Marketing and digital audit of existing brand, products,
value proposition, messages, marketing activity, channels,
creative approach, data and competitors
§ Review website Google Analytics, UX, SEO, technical; past
advertising; email marketing; blogs; keyword performance
Marketing Strategy
§ Marketing and Engagement Plan/Digital Marketing Strategy
§ 12-Month Marketing Action Plan + Reporting Framework
Ongoing Support
§ Ongoing strategic marketing advice and reporting
§ Ongoing digital campaign management, content development
and plan implementation
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But it’s not all digital…
Don’t forget about traditional channels…
§
§
§
§

Face to face very important in B2B: networking, events, conferences, meetings
Outdoor and radio create awareness and can ‘protect’ a local market
Collateral provides a takeaway and can still be valued by specific target audiences
Positive PR builds a strong reputation

… digital marketing can be used to amplify traditional efforts…
§
§
§
§

Social media in the lead up to, during and after networking events,
conferences and meetings
Tying in website to reflect the outdoor creative to reinforce the message
Repurposing collateral into blog posts and social media posts
Expanding the reach of positive PR by sharing it on social media
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Examples of TMM work supporting traditional…
§

PR – The Advitech Group in The Australian
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Digital amplification…
Advitech Company Channels

Partner Channels – e.g. TMM
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Examples of TMM work supporting traditional…
§

Outdoor door advertising

§

Sophisticated and interactive PowerPoint presentation template
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Final takeaways

Final takeaways
1.

2.

Get the basics right
§

Website

§

Send 4 emails a year to your database

§

LinkedIn company and individual profiles

Make sure you’re capturing data
§

Prospects into a list or CRM

§

Channel performance (Google Analytics)

3.

Start creating content for your website

4.

Get a digital marketing strategy in place

5.

Remain true to yourself and your industry

Then… we go for it!
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Thank you
www.themeasuredmarketer.com.au

